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Active and wellness autumn in the AQUA DOME - one of the "Top 7 SPAs in Europe"   

 
Hike through the autumn colours & feel the water: 
Tension versus relaxation  
 
AQUA DOME has recently been voted one of the "Top 7 SPAs in Europe"! By “Destination 
Deluxe”, a leading international wellness and travel platform. This fits perfectly with the start 
of a wellness autumn. Because right now, wellness and thermal spas are the ideal 
opportunity to replenish your energy and boost your immune system. For example, with 
sauna infusions and signature treatments. And, it is also a feast for the eye: Because in 
autumn the colours and lights have a special intensity and the temperatures are more 
moderate. The right time to get active! In autumn, you can hike on Ötztal alpine pastures, 
while the cattle are driven into the valley. Or to the valley of the “granten”, as cranberries are 
called here, which grow on sunny mountain heaths from 1,400 metres above sea level. 
Garnet-red splendour on top, colourful foliage in the valley - what an autumnal colour 
spectacle! Endless 1,600 km of hiking trails are waiting to be explored. Autumn is the perfect 
time for biking. After the exertion, you can relax in the thermal baths and saunas of the AQUA 
DOME - Tirol Therme Längenfeld. Feel the elemental force of thermal bath waters that 
springs from a depth of 1865 metres. Let yourself drift in the bowl-shaped pools under the 
open sky and marvel at the peaks! Surrounded by the mountains, sources of power and 
water, your body and soul can ascend to higher spheres: “Lift Your Spirit”.     

Insiders know: Autumn is the ideal time for hiking and cycling. When the sun stands low and 

the colours glow, everything can get a little slow. The mountain calls - the soul responds! 

How about the “Wasserläufer” circular trail? It leads from the AQUA DOME along Fischbach 

stream to the Brandalm alpine pasture and then continues with magnificent views to 

Burgstein. The highlight: the 85-metre-long suspension bridge, 220 metres above the 

bottom of the valley. Do you prefer to ride your (e-)bike? The 52-km Ötztal cycle path 

frequently meanders along the Ötztaler Ache river, through wild rocky landscapes and to 

idyllic places.  

https://www.oetztal.com/de/sommer/biken-radfahren/radtouren/radweg.html
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Rough Ötztal nature meets thermal-spa luxury: Pure bliss!  
 
Against the backdrop of mighty peaks and deeply rooted in the tradition of the Ötztal, the 
thermal resort presents itself with its futuristic-looking water and sauna worlds: The AQUA 
DOME with its range of thermal baths and saunas, as well as the Private Spa 3000 is 
considered a top address for wellness and relaxation for guests of the 4-star superior hotel.  
The leading wellness platform "Destination Deluxe" recently selected the AQUA DOME as 
one of the "Top 7 SPAs in Europe"! The contrast of rugged Ötztal nature and spa luxury 
strengthens body and mind and boosts fresh energy. This is ensured not only by the thermal 
baths (11!) and saunas, but also through a variety of treatments. For example, the Wave 
Signature Rituals: Tones, sound waves, warm water & the therapists’ manual dexterity merge 
into a single masterpiece. Pure nature is provided by thermal water from a depth of 1865 
metres, herbs from the region and treatments with the “thermal deep” signature line.  
 

 
Local autumn delights and NEW: “Sustainable local spring water.”  
 
Autumn is the season of delights. Also in culinary terms. The Ötztal nature presents us with 
abundant gifts: We offer Haiminger apple juice as a welcome drink in the hotel and the 
Haiminger market days on 8 and 15 October are definitely worth a visit!  You can also savour 
local produce at the breakfast buffet. And in the evening, enjoy creative regional and local 
cuisine from around the alpine arc. Thanks to the valuable support of our local producers.  
Well aware that only local is truly sustainable, the AQUA DOME recently decided to use its 
own products: "Local spring water”. Since conventional mineral water bottles account for 
about one third of the load in delivery traffic, consistently doing without them saves a 
considerable number of environmentally damaging transports! The AQUA DOME's own 
spring water from the Ötztal glaciers is filtered directly in the house - for natural mineral 
content, whether still or sparkling. Because eating and drinking sustainably is simply better!                                          
 

More Information: AQUA DOME – Tirol Spa Längenfeld, Oberlängenfeld 140, A-6444 
Längenfeld, Tel: +43 5253 6400, www.aqua-dome.at  

 

About VAMED Vitality World: The internationally active health group VAMED has been 

operating in the spa and wellness sector since 1995. Under the competence brand VAMED 

Vitality World, founded in 2006, VAMED runs eight of the most popular thermal bath and 

health resorts in Austria: AQUA DOME - Tirol Therme Längenfeld, SPA Resort Therme 

Geinberg, Therme Laa - Hotel & Silent Spa, St. Martins Therme & Lodge in Frauenkirchen, 

Therme Wien, the GesundheitsZentrum Bad Sauerbrunn, TAUERN SPA Zell am See - Kaprun, 

and la pura women´s health resort kamptal in Gars am Kamp. With 2.6 million guests a year 

at VAMED Vitality World resorts, VAMED is Austria’s leading thermal spa and health resort 

operator. 
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